
Kendalan's questions

Chapter 2: Survival against the odds
That orc had a bow, the halfblood Felina had not. She however had no training. How does she 
survive? I can improve that bow, but why did I not bring my gear for that? Again no trail to be 
followed. Are orcs becoming more woodcrafty?

I searched for tracks during the day. How come these orcs are so careful? Not orc led – that much is 
clear. At dusk the dwarf Grimwald wanted to be underground. Why? We found a nice copse, but the 
halfblood Felina pointed out that somebody had been ambushed here. The dwarf found a item of 
some human deity. Humans died here?

Everybody is tired so I selected a Claw Thorn bush. Why don't they know how to enter? And that 
the inside is  safe? We slept  in watches,  nice and comfy, until  I  awoke from falling metal.  Do 
dwarves actually know what 'silent' is?

Everybody woke up, and I led them away: those scouts will return. Far to soon we heard sounds of 
pursuit, and the dwarf led them strait to us. Does he really feel the need to fight those orcs so bad? 
They talked about battles, but I just climbed a tree to have a better shot and more cover and secured 
myself. The warrior and the strange woman were the only to stay together.

One shape of the enemy was biggest. Who else would be boss? So I suggested to fire arrows and 
those  ungainly crossbows at  it.  They listened,  how unexpected.  But  the creature  is  hardly and 
absorbs many darts. What is it? Two headed?

Felina used sleep on some goblins – why do they fall for that? - as a few of us kept on shooting the 
leader. Those orcs brought javelins, and I need to use the tree as cover, I shot at that two headed 
brute again, then piercing pain and blackness?

I came to with the taste of some strange liquid in my mouth. What was it? The familiar woman had 
given me a potion of sorts, healing my wounds. I must have been close to loosing the connection 
between my body and soul, but now... how do I feel?

We have won the battle, all of us still alive. What unseen power is there in these people?
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